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Self-Publishing School Lesson: 3 Transcript 
SELECTING GENRES AND CATEGORIES 

It would be remiss to think that you’ve not already given considerable 

decisiveness to genre and categorization at this point in the publishing 

process. Writing styles can differ greatly from genre to genre to genre. 

So when it comes to ‘which came first,’ the genre or the manuscript, 

the genre always wins.  

 

Now comes the time to consider marketing optimized genre placement, 

which can mean top honors for your book versus average reviews and 

ratings. Don’t let your classifications restrict your reach.  
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Our I N S O N A Author Alliance optimization suggestions in this lesson 

are directed primarily toward Amazon listings, however, the same rules 

apply to other distribution channels like Barnes & Noble, Kobo, or 

elsewhere. Unfortunately, they all need to be analyzed separately, so 

plan some time to do justice to the job.  

 

 
Classification 

Roots 

Essentially, book genres and book categorizations are the same things. 

Thank goodness that for the most part there are only two types of 

books — Fiction and Non-Fiction. From there it gets much more 

complex and the options are almost unlimited.  Over time, genres 

change with cultural mores and reader popularity, and there are 

hundreds of them. In fact, if we were to list all the possible categories 

on Amazon alone, we could be here all day. Take a look at Wikipedia‘s 

list and you’ll get a good idea of where your book fits into the grand 

scheme of things.  

Perhaps the most important thing to remember is that your book is 

most certainly able to be placed into several genre categories and you 

do not need to limit yourself to any specific number of them. It’s 
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completely acceptable to have a Literary Fiction / Sci-Fi / Suspense 

Thriller / Dystopian / Young Adult novel or a Non-Fiction / Travel / True 

Crime / Guide Book to European Hotels. The possible combinations are 

boundless.  

 

 
Classification 

Selection Process 

Selecting your appropriate genre list is a process. The best way to begin 

is to find successful books like yours and go from there. Take into 

account what’s popular now and who your audience is.  

Generally, book distributors like Amazon give you two choices to create 

your category and sub-category metadata. However, most people don’t 

know that you can have many more than just two. Once your book data 

is entered, you can request that the distributor also list your book in 

other related groups. Another thing that’s not common knowledge is 

that categories differ from region to region. In other words, Amazon 

categories in Canada are different from U.S. Amazon categories, or 

those in Australia. When requesting multiple Amazon groups, be sure 

to specify if they should appear on Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk in 

Great Britain or Amazon.co.jp in Japan. It can be time-consuming to 
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search genres on all the different Amazon localized websites, so we 

recommend taking one at a time, systematically, in the order of which 

regions are best for your book’s ideal demographic.  

How many categories Amazon will accept is entirely up to Amazon, but 

it’s not uncommon to list up to eight different classifications for one 

book. From an author’s perspective, “The more the merrier.” …and 

never overlook other countries that speak your primary language.  

The nice thing is that when you get more specific with your genre, there 

will be fewer books in that exact-same category. That can seriously 

increase your ‘Best Sellers Ranking’, which can get you much greater 

exposure from search engines.  
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Figure 1 

As a real-world example, the book H: Infidels of Oil is primarily listed in 

the ‘Fiction > Thriller’ category and was ranked Number 834 overall at 

one point in time. However, in the categories ‘Engineering & 

Transportation’ and ‘Teen & Young Adult’ H proved to be an Amazon 

Best Seller. It placed in the top ten in multiple sub-categories.  

           

Figure 2 
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Naturally, being an ‘Amazon Best Seller’ is a lucrative marketing tool. 

Amazon rankings update hourly and can be elusive to clinch — but 

when you hit the mark just once, the brand value is forever unending.  

 

 
Classification 

Research & Demographics 

Classification Research is generally straightforward. Simply search for 

successful authors and books like you and yours, and check those 

Product details for the genres they use.  

Demographics, on the other hand, are a little more subjective. Many 

adults like to read ‘Young Adult’ stories and many ‘Memoirs / Auto 

Biography’ books are read by fans of ‘History’ or ‘Business.’  

We recommend selecting your demographic audiences in a list of 

largest audiences to smallest. Begin with the demographic of the 

person you directly spoke to in your manuscript. If you pictured 

yourself as speaking to someone young or old, tall or short, wealthy or 

not… That person’s demographic is likely your primary target.  

Children’s books are a little tricky. Your base demographic is a child, but 

your reader and ultimate buyer is an adult. In this case, you have to 

enamor the kid… and also appeal to the parent. Try addressing both 
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categories independently. Speaking directly to each audience gives you 

an authoritative dimension. To point up the obvious, standing out as an 

authority on any topic is a huge marketing win.  
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In summation, “Here’s the plan, Stan.” More category placement 

translates to extrapolated book sales. Relative to the return on 

investment this process only takes a little time. Do it right from the 

start and get the biggest bang for your launch to achieve the highest 

possible ranking.  

1- Your writing style will most broadly dictate your book genre. Stay 

in your lane and don’t stretch the truth to get into more 

categories. Readers know their genre and will spot an imposter 

right away, which can lead to negative reviews. Genres should be 

a natural fit.  

2- Different countries use different categories. Research your book 

type everywhere you want to market your works.  

3- Demographically, one reader can buy books across many genres. 

Appeal to them on all possible levels.  

Join us next time for Lesson: 4, Market Mastery.  

See you then.  
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CURRICULUM TOPICS 

1- Classification Natural Selection Process  

2- Classification Research  

3- Classification Demographics  
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